Late hemodynamic changes during a negative passive head-up tilt predict the symptomatic outcome to a nitroglycerin sensitized tilt.
Sublingual nitroglycerin is advocated to sensitize the passive 70 degrees head-upright tilt test (HUTT) of patients with unexplained syncope. We hypothesized that a detailed analysis of hemodynamic responses recorded during a negative HUTT could predict the outcome to a subsequent nitroglycerin sensitized HUTT (NTG-HUTT). Thirty-two patients (46 +/- 3 years, 17 males) with recurrent unexplained syncope but a negative HUTT were included. Heart rate, arterial blood pressure, and central hemodynamics assessed by transthoracic impedance (preejection and rapid left ventricular ejection time, slow ejection time, peak amplitude of first derivative, and cardiac index) were recorded during supine rest and 45 minutes HUTT. Changes from supine rest of the variables were retrospectively compared between patients with a negative (n = 15, NTG-HUTT(-)) and positive (n = 17, NTG-HUTT(+)) outcome to 10 minutes subsequent NTG-HUTT. Significant differences between groups were observed during the 15th-20th minutes (Italian protocol) and during the last 5 minutes of passive HUTT (Westminster protocol). The combination of cutoff values, determined by receiver operating curves, on hemodynamic variables changes during the last 5 minutes predicted the outcome to a NTG-HUTT with a sensitivity of 76% and a specificity of 87%. The cutoff values determined during 15th-20th minutes gave an attractive sensitivity (85%) but a too weak specificity (53%) to shorten the 45 minutes passive HUTT at 20 minutes. Outcome to a NTG-HUTT can be reliably predicted by selected criteria determined from multiple hemodynamic variables recorded during a passive 70 degrees HUTT.